
Topper Tent Install Instructions for Soft Top
Please let the adhesive hook and loop cure for 24 hours before use!

The Soft Top Tent will come with a window adaptor and 2 zipper attachments.

The soft top window will need to be removed for installation.

The window adaptor is first to install



Place the loop side of the window adaptor to the hook side of the soft top window.

Flip the soft top window over



Flip the window adaptor over so you can see the loop side. This is where you will
attach the tent to.

Next step: Zipper attachments.



Zip the zipper attachments to the soft top sides (where the window usually zips in)

Face the loop side toward the inside of the soft top on both sides. This is where you
will attach the sides of the tent.

Now the soft top window can be put back in, make sure the loop from the window
attachment is facing the inside of the soft top. The soft top window can be rolled up
into place.



The adhesive loop can be installed down the bed sides. The loop will need to be cut
to size. Be sure to press the adhesive strips on firmly. If you make a mistake or lose
the adhesive loop, please contact us. We provide an industrial strength loop and do
not recommend using any other type.

Now, the tent is ready to be installed. Just attach the tent’s hook to the loop in the
window attachment, zipper attachment and down the sides of the bed. Connect 2
buckles that run along the tailgate first, then attach the 3 remaining buckles to the
furthest webbing along the tailgate. When done, unzip the soft top attachment (the
attachments will remain attached to the tent) Now just roll the tent right up
and secure it with the velcro straps at the top. The tent is ready to be deployed
whenever you need!



INSTALL VIDEO COMING SOON!

Email us at support@thetoppertent.com with any questions.

mailto:suppor@thetoppertent.com

